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FOREWORD
The information contained in this report was orig
inally developed by Dr. Richard K. Osborn in connection
with his work as Professor of Nuclear Engineering at the
University of Michigan.
Because of the interest of the Jet Propulsion Lab
oratory in the subject, Dr. Osborn was invited to make this
material available to interested research scientists and to
conduct further studies relative to the subject. The Jet
Propulsion Laboratory is pleased to publish his work for
distribution to other interested agencies. It is the intention
of the author to incorporate this material in a textbook at a
later date.
These notes comprise a preliminary sketch of the
plasma physics portion of a course in thermonuclear theory
now being developed in the Department of Nuclear En
gineering at the University of Michigan. Because they are
preliminary, they must be regarded as incomplete; because
they are drawn from an exposition of subject matter that is
merely in its infancy, they must be interpreted as giving




FORMULATION OF THE STATISTICAL PROBLEM
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I. INTUITIVE DERIVATION OF THE NEUTRAL GAS EQUATION
Practically all the macroscopic observables of systems of the kind presently under con
sideration are statistical in character. Thus, descriptions of such systems, potentially useful for
ultimate prediction, should perhaps be formulated in terms of the descriptions of a small but
sufficient number of statistical quantities, each of which is invested with no more information
than that necessary for quantitative analysis of envisaged experiments.
Consequently it would appear adequate for the purpose simply to define the quantities
f (x, v, t)cl 3x ci as the expected number of particles in the phase-volume element ci 3x ci 3v about
the point (x, v) at time t (defining one such quantity for each type of particle present in the system)
and proceed forthwith to an attempted deduction of the explicit dependence of the quantities f upon
their arguments for a variety of physically interesting cases. It is probably evident that if the
quantities defined above were known, then quantitative estimates of macroscopic observables
would be accessible. However, it shall be part of the burden of the present discussion to indi
cate that the description of the system under consideration cannot be arrived at in quite so
straightforward a manner.
In order to illuminate the nature of the difficulty, consider first a somewhat intuitive
deduction of an equation for f. Assume for simplicity that there is only one kind of particle, that
these particles interact with each other via forces characterized by a “range” which is very
small compared to average interparticle distances, and that they are further acted upon. by forces
generated by external systems. Assume further that these external forces are constant in time.
Then if x’ = x + v At and v’ v + a At,
f(x’, v’, t + At) d3x’ d3v’ — f(x, v, t) d3x d3v = —f-- d3x cl3v At (1)
At
where [(f/At) d 3x cl3v] is the net change per unit time in the number of particles under
consideration due to interactions between them; a = F/rn where F is the externally generated
force on the particle at the phase point (x, v); and
r aa. 1
d3x’ d3v’ = i.’(
X ‘
‘ cl3x d3v j 1 + At + (At2) J d3x d3v (2)
L at1 ]
(The summation convention for repeated tensor indices will be assumed throughout.) Dividing
the above expression by At and taking the limit as At -‘ 0 yields:
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at a. 3v. At
I I At-O
in accordance with the explicit assumption that interactions Ijetween particles are rare
and impulsive events describable in terms of completed collisions, the functional character of
the quantity on the right-hand side of the expression above is readily deduced. Sketch 1 demon
strates the kinematics of an elastic collision between particles,with pre-collision velocities v
and v going to post-collision velocities v and v1, CMCS (center-of-mass coordinate system)
scattering angle being €.
d3v
At








Under these circumstances, the following relationship is obtained conventionally (Ref. 1).
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where crdf is the usual differential scattering cross section in the CMCS. For purposes of sub
sequent manipulation it is convenient to define a relative scattering frequency by
9(v’, v; v, v1) d 3v d 3v1 a v7 cr(v,, @) dZ 8(g’ — g) d 3g — v,) dVr
i.e.,
v u(v, ) d = g (v’, v; v, v1) d 3v d (5)
o/ Vr
where g is the center-of-mass velocity. In these terms the equation for f becomes:
v + = f [f’f - if1] Q(v, v1, v’, d3v1 d3v{ d3v’ (6)
V1. V1, V
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II. SEMI-DEDUCTIVE DERIVATION OF THE NEUTRAL GAS EQUATION
It becomes apparent that the validity of the above arguments (and hence also of the con
clusion that f satisfies the conventional Boltzmann equation) is somewhat less than self-evident
as soon as the attempt is made to generalize these arguments to apply to plasma-type systems.
Because of the long-range character of the Coulomb interaction, it is clear that particle inter
actions can hardly be completely characterized by “collisions.” In fact, the sense in which the
“collision” concept is applicable at all to the statistical description of the plasma becomes
somewhat obscure.
To illuminate the nature of this problem, it is proposed first to review an axiomatic
description of the system, and second to attempt to proceed deductively from the axioms to a
tractable, analytical description of the number density [previously defined. This procedure will
be initially developed within the context of the problem discussed above and then attempts will
be made to generalize to the plasma.
As a mechanical axiom for the system presently under consideration (classical mechanics
being adopted throughout, as it is not at all evident at this point that quantum mechanics is






where a- q(x°) is the “external” potential at the crth particle whose gradient yields the force
on the crth particle due to external systems (this potential may be time-dependent), and
Va-= V(x° — x is the potential energy due to the interaction of the crth with the ath particle.










A statistical axiom may be introduced in conventional terms (Ref. 2) by defining a
frequency in 6N-dimensional phase space
N
PN(XP t) II d3x’dp°
asthe probability of finding the phase point (x°, p°) of the system in the volume element
N
ri xadap
at time t. In order to invest the object , with satisfactory mathematical properties, the proba
bility referred to is usually conceived in the context of an hypothetical ensemble of macroscopi
cally identical systems. If then Q’ is the number of systems comprising the ensemble,
P N
J ‘N d3x° d3p° (9)
817 o-1
is the expected number of members of the ensemble to be found in the phase-volume element SV.
In the usual way (Ref. 3) a continuity equation for is deduced; thus
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By virtue of the canonical equations this becomes
N
apN /apN 9H dH\
Z ( =0 (11)at
=1 \\ dx1 ap 3T axyj
or
+ PN’ H} = 0at
in terms of the conventional Poisson bracket notation.
If now G is an arbitrary function of phase points and time, the ensemble average of C may
be defined by
<G>fGPN II d3xdp (12)




provided N vanishes on the surfaces spanning the phase space. (Actually this proviso is only
sufficient, not necessary.)
Before proceeding to an attempted deduction of the Boltzmann equation, it is of some
interest to digress here and give cursory attention to the microscopic statistical description
presently invoked and to its connection with the macroscopic, thermodynamic description of the
same system.
Since the thermodynamic characterization of systems first assumes steady-state con
ditions, consider distributions which satisfy
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{H,pN}o (14)
at
Two classes of solutions are immediately suggesteth
constant, and = (15)
However, a further restriction to be imposed upon these steady states, in order that they corres
pond to thermodynamic states, follows from the requirement that weakly interaiting classes of
systems (say two boxes of ideal gases brought into contact so that they are capable of slowly
exchanging energy) must achieve that steady state which is characterized by the same temperature
for each system. This suggests the microscopic characterization of such “two-component”
systems
H=HA+HE+HABHA+HB (16)
and the condition for the “equilibrium” distribution function
PNA +NB PN +NB A + HB) PNA PNB (HE) (17)
i.e., that the microscopic character of system A does not affect the equilibrium distribution of
system B, and vice versa. Hence, the only property that they can have in common is some
macroscopic property.
A solution of the functional equation
PNA +NB ‘A + = Ppq (HA) PNB (HB) (18)
is
/ H\
PN (H) = Q exp( — — ) (19)
\\ 0)
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where 9 is a parameter independent of the microscopic character of either system, but shared by
both. Thus, exhibit 8 = kT where T is temperature in degrees Kelvin and k is a universal
thermodynamic constant to be determined experimentally. The normalization constant Q is to be
chosen so that
fPN II d3xdp= 1 (20)
as is the sign of the exponential, i.e., so that be a true frequency.
In order to complete a thermodynamic description of a system, a connection is needed
between the internal energy of the system, the work done on it, and the heat added to it. To
accomplish this the internal energy u is defined to be u a<H>, and another average
S a —<in PN>. It is then a straightforward matter to show, upon variation of S and u obtained
by varying H and PN’ that
96S= 61L —<611> (21)
Now the variation in H is to be conceived here as arising from variations in external conditions,
such as the locations of restraining walls, or strengths of externally applied electric fields, for
example. Thus, a positive 6H corresponds to work done on the system and 6W =<611>. Thus,
8u = 985+ 8W (22)
and, further, the “quantity of heat added to the system” is 8q = 96S = kT 6S, so that
6u= kT6S+ 8W (23)
Lastly this relation suggests that entropy S be defined by S = kS. Thus, in summary:
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S = - k<ln p>
The remaining thermodynamic potentials are now readily accessible; e.g.,
F = ii — TS
(25)
= kT lr Q
A final observation worth noting in passing is that, though the above identification for the entropy
seems suitable for the equilibrium state, it is not appropriate for the description of irreversible
processes since for S = — k <In p> dS/dt = 0, all times rather than dS/dt > 0, the equality
obtaining only for the equilibrium state.
Now the more comprehensive problem, attempting to deduce a tractable description of a
many-particle system characterized by short-range interactions capable of describing changes in
state of the system as well as the equilibrium state, is rejoined.
For such purposes, the most important ensemble average is the function defined earlier,
and here redefined somewhat more fundamentally as
p, a 6(x — x) 8 (p — p) (26)
Note that a subscript has been added to f to emphasize its character as a singlet density
(expected number of particles “at a point”) in contrast to doublet, triplet, etc., densities
representing simultaneous expected members at “two points,” “three points,” etc. As will be
seen, the description of the singlet density depends upon the doublet density which is defined to
be
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N
f2(x, p, x’, p’, t) 8 Cx — x) 8 Cx’ — xn) 6 (p — p) 6 (p’ — )) (27)
0,
Note also that f is here exhibited as a function of momenta rather than velocities—a trivial









= + <{g1, H}>
= + <{g1, T}>+ <{g1, 4}>+ <{g1, V}> (28)
introducing the notation
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and
=





<{g1, cb}>= + (29)
ax1 8p1
and
aV(Ix — x’ ) af2(x, p, x’, p’, t)
<{g1, V}>= + r d3x’ d3p’ I
J ax.I I J Ix ,p
If it is noted that F = — d k(x)/ax1 is the force on particles in the vicinity of x due to external
systems, then Eq. (28) may be rewritten as:
af1 p1 df1 a1
= d 3p’
Ix — ‘ I) af2(x, p, x’, p’, t)
(30)d
at m ax “ ap. I ax. ap1I i.
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Up to this point no explicit cognizance has been taken of the assumed short-range
character of the potential V. Furthermore, it is to be noted that the terms in this relation which
are independent of particle interactions are identical to the analogous terms appearing in the
previously deduced Boltzmann equation. Presumably some estimate of the validity of the Boltzmann
equation should emerge from an investigation of the sense in which the interaction term in the
above expression can be replaced by a description of particle interactions characterizable
entirely in terms of two-body collisions. That such an investigation should be at least simplified
by the assumption of short-range forces (and will initially be pressed for that instance) is
probably obvious; this has been carried forward in a number of slightly varying ways employing
both the classical and quantum mechanical formalisms (Refs. 4—7). It will be sufficient for the
purpose here to attempt this reduction within the classical context.
Let
V( x — x’ J) df2(x, p, x’, p’, t)1= d3x’ d3p’ (31)
dp.
x ,p I
and note that also
/av av \1= J dx’ d3p’ (_-____÷__ ) (32)
\ 3X, ap. ax .x ,p I I
the additional term being zero. Now assume that V( Ix — x’ I) = 0 for Ix — x’ > 1, where
I << (V/N)”3 = L; i.e., the “interaction distance” is presumed very small compared to the
average interparticle spacing. Thus, it is very uncommon to find two particles within an inter
action distance of each other; and sufficiently more so for three or more particles to be so spaced
that such circumstances will be ignored altogether. Consequently, whenever the integranci in I is
not zero, the phase points (x, p) and (x’, p’) may be identified with the actual coordinates in
phase space of a pair of particles for the purpose of performing the integration. Thus, labeling
(x, p) -, (x,, p,) and (x’, p’) - (x2, p2) yields
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i
= f d3x2 d3p2 (_r — + _-r _L
X2, p2
\ax11 a11 3x21 a2
/ dp11 c9f2 dp 2j f2 \
= J d3x d3p2 ( — — (33)
J dt ap1 dt
X2 2
on the assumption that the change in momentum of Particle 1 is, over the interaction range,
entirely due to the forces exerted upon it by Particle 2 and vice versa. If it is now assumed that
the variation in f2 over distances of the order of the collision distance
I and over times of the




— I 1(t’) dt’
Td
t +T
= —f dx2d3p2 L
[dPi df2(x1, pI,xi, p, t)
x2,p t lj




1 p Edpi df2.(x1,1’ xi p,
I I cl3x2dp—
‘To’ ol [dt’ dp1
t
dp1 a2 (xi, p]’, xl, p, t) 1
i cit’
dt’ ap1 J
=fci3x2d3p2 L{f2 [x1, p1 (t), x1, p2 Ct), t]
— 12 [xl p1 Ct ± T), x1, p2 Ct + T), t]} (34)
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The integration over x2 now yields simply the collision volume; i.e.,
f d3x2 = if odc) (35)
If finally the pre-collision moments are labeled with primes and it is noted that i/T = Vr the
relative speed of the colliding particles,
i=fd3P2 dflv [f2(x, p, x, p, t)_f2(x, p1, x, p2, t)) (36)
The relation for f may now be written as:
aT1 p1i df e
— + — + F7
—_=




If now the transformation is made from momentum to velocity space, and it is observed that the
previous assumptions imply that f 2 f and it is assumed that F7 does not change appreciably
over times of order rand further that f2(x, p1, x, p2, t) f1(x, p1, t) f1(x, p2, t), the Boltzmann
equation is obtained in the form deduced earlier.
Clearly quite a number of assumptions underlie the employment of a Boltzmann-type
equation for the description of gas-like systems, of which perhaps the most important are:
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1. The interactions between particles are entirely in terms of short-range
forces, the range being very small compared to average interparticle spacing;
2. The distribution functions do not vary appreciably over distances of the
order of the collision distance, and over times of the order of the collision
times;
3. The “external” forces do not vary appreciably over times of the order of the
collision time, and are weak compared to the interparticle forces experienced
by two particles within a “force range” of each other; and
4. The probability of finding Particle 2 within a “force range” of a point x,
given that Particle 1 is at x, is largely independent of the probability that
Particle 1 be at x, i.e., the assumption implicit in the approximation
‘ f1 invoked within the integrand of the interaction integral.
The sense in which any of these assumptions are germane to plasmas is certainly open
to question, yet one of the most commonly employed descriptions of the plasma is some variant of
a Boltzmann-type equation, or in terms of sets of equations deducible therefrom. Thus, the next
logical step is the attempt to deduce some such equation (or equations) appropriate to the des
cription of ,u.-space distribution functions, f(x, p, t), or f(x, v, t), suitable for plasma investi
gations.
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III. A LIOUVILLE EQUATION FOR THE PLASMA
The approach to this problem shall be developed along the same general lines as the
previous one:
1. Incorporation of reasonably clearly stated dynamical axioms into an
appropriate Hamiltonian (again classical) for the physical system under
consideration.
2. Formulation of a statistical axiom within the context of a suitable ensemble
concept.
3. Attempted deduction of equations describing ,u-space distribution functions.
The first task is thus the construction of a suitable Hamiltonian. A complication is en
countered immediately when it is compared with the problem previously posed, in that the inter
actions between particles in the plasma are electromagnetic in character and hence the
potentials characterizing the interactions are neither short-range nor velocity-independent. The
construction of the Hamiltonian to be employed for illustrative purposes follows closely the
arguments presented by Heitler (Ref. 8) and hence shall be presented here only in barest outline.
It is appropriate to adopt, as a starting point for the dynamical description of tile system,
Maxwell’s equations:
idE 4ir






V x E + — = 0
C
V. E = 4nQ
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or alternatively in terms of the potentials A and ,
1 a2







V. A + --= 0
at
where H = V x A, E = — Vq— (1/c)(8A/at), Q = !Oe 8(x — x°), and J = , — x°).
It is also appropriate to introduce Lorentz’s force law:
e0
m7= e, E +
— (° x H)
or,
m,Ji° =
— ec7 Vk— + — 1*° x (V x A)] (40)
For the moment, consideration is restricted to fully ionized plasmas containing only one
type of ion which are not acted upon by “external” electromagnetic fields (or any other external
field for that matter) and the particle motions are treated non-relativistically. The first restric
tion—implying no neutrals—is easily dropped subsequently by simply adjoining the arguments
developed in the previous section. Dropping the second restriction requires obvious and trivial
generalization. Elimination of the third restriction is also trivial in that external fields need
simply be added to the internal fields upon completion of the analysis. However, the fourth
restriction (which may be a serious one so far as application of results obtained here to thermo
nuclear systems is concerned) does not appear to be avoidable within the context of a completely
classical discussion.
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As a convenient device for the introduction of degrees of freedom appropriate to the
characterization of the electromagnetic fields, define:
1. A set of real vector functions {X} such that:
a. V2X+k=O
b. X either vanishes or obeys periodic boundary conditions on the
boundaries of the regions of interest;
. f Xn X 8nm
ci. V.X=o
e. the set is complete in the sense that for an arbitrary vector function F
defined over the domain of definition of the X which satisfies
7. F = 0:
f F . X, cl3x 0, some n
2. A set of real scalar functions { Ji,} such that:
a. 72jj + = 0
b. same as b above,
c. same as c above,
ci. the set is complete with respect to scalar functions in the sense that
f N’d3x0,somen
3. As a corollary to (2), a set of real vector functions {L} by
a
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Interesting properties of this last set are:
a. V2L + = 0,
b. VxL=0,
c. the set is complete with respect to vector functions which satisfy
V x F = 0,
ci. Lm d3x = 8,
e. X d3x = 0, all n and m.
With these mathematical tools now available, the physical problem at hand is rejoined
and the vector field A and the scalar field are expanded as:
A(x,t) a(t)X + a(t)L, (41)
x, t), = ct(t)1s (42)
Inserting these expansions into the equations for the fields and the particles, the following
equations for the field variables (now comprised of a countable set) at’, a’, and a and the
particle variables x° are obtained




+ = e,i°• L(x°) (43)
C2
+ = 4 e (x)
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1
— a -- — = 0
C
mc,.k° = — ec. (an + -- a) L. (xe) — &‘ X, (x°)
C C (43 Cont’d)n n
+ a { x [V x X, (x°)] }
All dependence upon the scalar field variables and longitudinal vector field variables
may now be eliminated from the dynamical description. Note that these enter into the description
of the particle motions via the term
—
e. (nmai) L(x°)
Making use of the subsidiary condition
1
? aL=_a,z n n
the equations of motion for the a, and the defining relation
L0 =
it is possible to obtain after some manipulation
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The second term in this expression corresponds to an infinite self-energy of a charged particle
arising out of its interaction with itself via its own coulomb field and will be dropped from sub
sequent discussion on the ground that it constitutes an unobservable contribution to the rest-





— (x — x) (45)
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Hence, finally,
e (an + £ L — eV eEL(x) (47)
c , x_-xc’ In 0
cr’
Evidently now there is no need for further consideration of the longitudinal field variables, and
a complete system of equations for particles plus electromagnetic fields may be listed:
m,7x = eEL(xa) — Z âX(x°) + a’ { x [V x X(x°)] }
and (48)
ä’+ c,ja’ = 4iic e°• X(x°)
where = ku/c has been introduced.
These equations give a dynamical description of the system in which the particle degrees
of freedom are given explicitly as points in configuration space (the x°) and the degrees of
freedom of the field are characterized by the time-dependent amplitudes a (dropping the super
script T which distinguised these quantities as the amplitudes for the transverse oscillators).






+ a *°. X(x°) (49)
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where the notation
E’(x) = — F (x°)
has been introduced.
The canonical momenta are now readily obtained as
c9L









C2mo + + 27Tc ( + w2a2) (51)
where = k/4’rrc, and AT aX
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It is this Hamiltonian and these equations of motion that shall tentatively be adopted as
an incorporation of the “dynamical axiom” for the system. It should be noted that certain aspects
of the fundamental problem of describing a plasma have been investigated in precisely these terms
by Brittin (Ref. 9).
The statistical axiom shall be introduced here, exactly as previously, within the context
of an ensemble conct. An ensemble frequency is defined in the form of the statement that
p(x°, p”, a , ii) 11 fl d3x° d3p° da0 d 7r0 the probability of finding a member of then Nensemble with its phase point (x p°, a0, n0) in’the volume element 11 fl3xdp°cla d’ir
a1 nat time t. The concept of the phase volume II da0 drr seems somewhat ambiguous since n runs
over an infinite set. However this difficulty is readily circumvented by simply choosing a
sufficiently large, but finite, set of oscillator degrees of freedom so that all physically interest
ing situations can be realized.
The frequency thus defined satisfies the usual Liouville equation, i.e.;
s-.. 311 v-.. 311 311 dp 311 dp—+
0 (53)
3 3x . 3x 3p)’? 37r 3a0 3a0 3;
For the Hamiltonian indicated above (Eq. 49), this can be exhibited as
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,. mc C dx ap
ap
+ 4irc2 — 4rc2 cii’ 2
n
ec,. / er,. a dp
÷ 1p°— A’\ __Z-_f- e,——--=O (54)
m C aa drr,
axT a
It is quite customary to deal with frequencies defined in velocity space rather than momentum
space, so define
N
— O .0p(x , x , t) fl II d3x° d3& da lTr
a1 N
p(x p°, a0, TT, t) 11 IId3x(7dp0da i-i;
o-1 n
(55)
Since the Jacobian of this transformation is a constant,



































C mc,. mc,. x°
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and
Z — tX1 — 4irc2 ,s 2 a (59) Cont’d
It is to be noted that
(60)
It is convenient at this point to employ scalar product notation for the ensemble averages,
i.e.,
= (, C)
N= (G, p) pG tI fl d3x° d3x da drr (61)
o-=1 n
Again interest is attached initially to a description of that ensemble averaged quantity which
corresponds to the p-space distribution function for particles of kind A (there must necessarily
be more than one kind of particle present in the plasma since by definition it is electrically
neutral over-all):
/ NA
f(x, , t) =( , > 8(x — x°) 6 (, —
=1
= (p g) (62)
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The temporal behavior of this distribution function will be seen to depend also upon the
following “two-particle distribution functions?
f (x, k, x’, Ic’, t)
=






f4B(x, Ic, x’, *‘t) = 8(x — x°) 8(k
—






It then follows straightforwardly from the equations of motion for p that
( ) = - a
- ( - x) 6(k - x)) (64)
Inserting the definition of into this expression, additional manipulation produces
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eA a eA (x, , x’, *‘, t)
(axi
- x a1
+ • = —
— I i3x’ 1’
d
eB afB (x, , x’, *‘, t)+ . (f3x’ d &‘











a [ axT — axr J(x -x)
(65)
where the connection ‘rr = has been used. Now the “field terms” (the last two terms in
this relation) may be exhibited in the forms:
eA a
+ (, g & x7)
tmA a1
eA a
- - g [* x(V x a xc)] }
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where use has been made of the formula
Xl - = (66)
(axi ax ‘
ax ax)















a-4 (x, k, x’, *‘, t)
‘ dx. Ix — x’
+ CA
3 (3 eB \ afAR (x,,x’,*’,t)
\3x Ix_x’I)
eA 3 eA 3
- — (, g El) - -_-
__ (,
g * x H (68)
1)
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It must be borne in mind that ET and H appearing in the above expression are functions not oniy
of x and t but of the phase coordinates of all of the particles as well. That this is the case
follows from the observation that these quantities satisfy the equations





V2ET (x, t) — —-- —__ ET(x, t) = -- eT(t) Xj X (x)
2 3t2 9t
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IV. BOLTZMANN AND MAXWELL EQUATIONS FOR THE PLASMA
The present development of a description of a plasma has, to this point, proceeded de
ductively from an axiomatic base. However now—as was the case at a comparable stage in the
formulation of a description of the neutral gas —deduction gives way to intuition. The procedure
is to invoke (more or less arbitrarily) assumptions which are somewhat plausible, somewhat
interpretable, but above all sufficient to reduce the exact but contentless relation between diverse
functionals obtained above to a Boltzmann-type equation for the one-particle distribution function.
The necessity for these assumptions is in no sense implied and the present argument is not to be
interpreted as a best, or even an agreed upon, application of the assumptions. The present
argument is advanced solely for the purpose of attempting to provide some insight into the nature
of the problem.
Rewrite the ensemble averages involving field quantities as follows:





= x (, g) (, H)] + x (, g H) — (, gf) (, H)]
Then, without any immediate attempt at justification, the assumption can be adopted that
the bracketed “correlation terms” may be subsequently ignored. In the sense of this approxima
tion, recalling that (p, g), the following is offered:
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(9ff (9ff eA (9ff eA af
- ÷.____+__(p,EJ’)____+___ [*x(,H)]I8t ax1 mA a& mAc
eA to ‘a CA
=Jd3x’’
CA / (9 C
)
(9fAB (x,*,x’,’,t)
(7’)+ fd3x’ d3 — xI imA
Next the Coulomb integrals are broken up in the following wayL
a e \ f2
________




÷ f dx’ d3’
(___ — )—Ja&iI x-x’>l
(72)
where the length I is presumed small compared to the mean interparticle spacing in the system of
interest. In the second of these integrals make the replacement
f2 (x, *, x ‘, ‘i’, t) = 11 (x, , t) f1 (k ‘‘ , t) + f2 — (73)
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and again assume that the correlation term is ignorable. The “greater than” integrals may then
be rewritten as
f d3x’ 3g ( eA r d3&’ ( eBa. x—x’) . ax. !x—x’!) a.Ixx’Il .‘ .‘ / ‘ Ix’’ >1 “ ‘ ‘I
f d3x’ d’ 1 (eAfj4 (x’, ‘, t)÷ eBff (x’, ‘, t))a [ax jx-x’I
3f
a1 (74)
where the symbol (p, Ef’) stands for the longitudinal component of the electric field at the point
computed as an ensemble average at time t, which however does not count those particles that
lie within a volume of radius I about x. The relation now assumes the form
af f1 eA f1 eA —. df
___+j___+_(p,EJ’+Et)__+__ Lx(p, H)]—a,,, tmA a1 mAc ‘
eA f /7 d eA ‘\ df (x, , x’, k’, t)
=
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It is to be noted that the relation as presently constituted is still reversible; i.e., the distribution
functions whose arguments are Cx,— , — t) satisfy the above equation. Hence, the approximation
underlying the replacement of averages of products by products of averages does not in itself lead
to irreversibility.
The remainder of the argument proceeds in close analogy to that presented above for the
“short-range-force case.” It is first presumed that if I is chosen sufficiently small compared to
the mean interparticle spacing then the probability of finding three or more particles in a volume
of “-. 1 is completely negligible. This being the case, appreciable contributions to the truncated
Coulomb interaction integrals occur only when there are at most two particles to be considered. It
is then further argued that the Coulomb interaction between two particles so closely situated leads
to forces large compared to the resultant of all other forces acting upon these particles and, hence,
they may be regarded as decoupled from their environment throughout an interaction time given by
T= I/vt, v,. being the relative speed of the interacting pair. If in the time-averaging coarse-graining
procedure all assumptions and approximations pertinent thereto are carried through as suggested
for the previous case, one obtains the equation




8t ax. mA av. mAc 9V.
= f [f Cv’) f (1) - f Cv) f (vi)] VTJAAd
vi,
+ f [f Cv’) If Cvi) - f Cv) If Cvi)] VTABd vi (76)
vi,
in this equation certain symbols have been redefined and others introduced according to the
following relationships:
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V
t +‘7
— f f (x, *, t’) dt’ f (x, v, t)
t+.7.
f Ef + Et) ‘dt’ (, E,T ÷ EJi -
t+T
f (, H) ‘dt’ (, H)
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It should be noted that the ensemble-averaged electric and magnetic fields and satisfy the
inhomogeneous Maxwell equations with sources given by ensemble-averaged charge and current
densities provided that the source for the longitudinal component of £ does not include particles
within a distance 1 of the point of observation of the field. This implies, as indicated above, that
the following is taken for the longitudinal component of :
= — V { I d3vdx’ [e (x’, v, t) — eBf (x’, v, t)] }Ixx’Ii
(78)
However, in most situations in which fields play an important role the contribution to c from an
element of volume of order 1 will be negligible compared to the total contribution when computed
in terms of the smoothed functions introduced above; hence, £‘ is usually calculated without
regard for the restriction Ix — x’ > I on the region of summation.
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I. SOME STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS
The equations arrived at in the first chapter shall hereafter be used as the basic des
cription of systems of the plasma type, and all subsequent analysis shall be predicated upon this
description. Thus, it is desirable at this point to restate these equations in detail and indicate
some general characteristics, knowledge of which will subsequently prove useful. For this
purpose the assumption of a completely ionized, two-component plasma is retained, although it is
recognized that the generalization to the description of the partially ionized state of such a
system could be accomplished (phenomenologically, at least) quite satisfactorily by incorporating
additional collision terms to account for ionization, recombination, the scattering of charged
particles by neutrals, the scattering of neutrals by neutrals and, finally, the equation for the
distribution function for the neutrals:
afA alA I afA eA e,4 afA
ax1 mA at,. mA av1 mAc at)1
(1)
where F is any external, non-electromagnetic force acting upon the particles, E = E° + , and
H = H° +, E° and H° being external electric and magnetic fields imposed upon the system,
‘AA a f [íA (v’) 1A (vi) 1A fA (vi)1 VrAA d d3v1vl, l
(2)
‘AB af [íA Cv’) B (vi) - fA() IB(v)] VrAB
with a completely analogous equation for 1B
V + o
at
Vx_!= (feAviA d3v+fevfB d3v)
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V = 4 (feAfA d3v
+ fef8 d3v) (3) Ct’d
Alternative ways of exhibiting the collision integrals are:
‘AA
= f {1A (‘ 1A (vI) — 1A (v) fA A (v, v1; v’, v) d3v’ d3v d3v1
v1,v ,v1
‘AB
= f fA (v’) 1B (vi) fA () fB (V1)]92 (v, v1; v’, v) d3v1 d3v{ d3v’
v1,v ,v1
(4)
where the9’s have the property
g(v,v1;v’,v)=g(v’,v;v,v
It is to be noted that an obvious, sufficient condition for the vanishing of the collision
integrals is that the various distribution functions in the integrands satisfy the functional
equation
f’f — ffi = 0 (5)
To find a solution to this equation note that it implies
lnf+1nf’—lnf—l f=0 (6)
Clearly this will be true if in f and in 11 are chosen to be linear combinations of scalars whose
sums are conserved in a collision. This suggests in f = + j3• v + y my2, where ct,fi andy
are arbitrary functions of space and time. It then follows that
exp (+ ft. v + ymv2)
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By an appropriate redefinition of the arbitrary quantities this may be re-expressed as
fm\ r m(v_w)21
f=n (—) exp I (7)
\2n9J L 20 ]
where the sign of the exponential (and of 0) and the normalization have been so chosen that
f d3v n(x, t)
It is evident that the quantities n(x, t), w(x, t), and O(x, t) are immediately interpretable since
1. Jr d 3v = n, the particle concentration at x and time t;
2. d3v = w, th: average velocity of the particles at x and time t;
3. — (_ mv2f d 3v = — 0, the average kinetic energy of the particles at x and
no! 2 2
at time t.
Thus, solutions to the equations ‘AA = 0, ‘AR = 0, are:
3 r
/m \ m(v_w)2






(_) exp — (8)
where the two different components must be characterized by the same mean velocity and mean
energy, but not necessarily the same concentrations. Observe that these solutions also satisfy
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eA 3fA eA afA
—Si —+--——(vxH)j_----=IAA+IAB
mA av1 mAc 13V
eB afB eB B
+ (v x H)1
= ‘BB + ‘BA (9)
mB 3v1 mBc
provided eAnA = eBn and the mean velocity w is parallel to any external magnetic field that
may be present. in particular, if thermal equilibrium for the plasma is defined to be the state in
which eAn = eBn and w = 0, it then follows that the spatial distribution of the particles is
uninfluenced by the presence of externally applied magnetic fields. This observation is perhaps
the basis for the occasionally quoted assertion that magnetic confinement of a plasma in thermal
equilibrium is impossible.
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II.. SOME SYMMETRIES OF g
Some properties of the collision integrals which will prove useful at various stages in the
subsequent discussion will be noted here. Let c/4(v) be an arbitrary function of the velocity of
particles of kind A; then consider some conventional manipulations on the scalar product,
1AA fd vdvdv1d (v)
(fAf’
— fAf)g(vv1;v’v)
=fdc A() (fA’fA’ - fA1A)g (10)
where the “collision volume” in velocity space dC was introduced. Note that the transition
“probability”gAA is characterized by the symmetries
9AA (v, v1; ‘i’, =AA (v1, v; V{, v’)
9AA (v’, v; v, 9AA (vi, v’; v1, v) (11)




- ‘) (fA f fAf
AA
(12)
A similar argument based upon the restricted symmetry i.e.,
(, v1; v’, v) cctAB (v’, v; v, v1) (13)
leads to
1AB =
- A’) (fA’fB’ 1AB)
9AB (14)
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Similar relations also hold for (B 1BB and
(B,
1BA
For certain special choices of the function A these averages are readily interpretable in
familiar physical terms. In particular:
1. A = constant. Then (kA, 1AA
= (A,
1AB = 0, a constant is conserved
in collisions.
2. c//i = mA v1. Then (mAy,, 1AA = 0, the average momentum transferred out
of the distribution of particles of kind A by collisions between particles of
kind A is zero, but (mAy1,1AB
= p4B 0, the average momentum trans
ferred from particles of kind A to particles of kind B by collisions between




mAv2. Then (with similar interpretations)
(mAy2, ‘AA = 0
( — mAy, JAB) =
( rnBv, IBA) = 6BA
These relations will be used extensively in the development of the various moment
equations, as well as in the investigation of Enskog’s method of solving the Boltzmann equation
by successive approximation.
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III. A RELATIVISTIC GENERALIZATION OF THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
As a brief digression before getting involved in the development of the moment equations,
it is amusing to incorporate some slight restrictiOn and redefinition into the phenomenological
deduction of the Boltzmann equation presented earlier and obtain it in a form invariant in the
sense of special relativity. The restriction is to be comprised in the ignoring of collisions, and
the required redefinition is constituted in the consideration of the distribution function as a
function of the reduced velocity variables (Refs. 1, 2, 3), u = v//3 and /3 = Li — (v/c)2].
Electromagnetic interactions only shall be considered, as these are the only common ones that fit
smoothly into the scheme of special relativity.
A brief summary of notation follows:
1. x “‘ (x1, ict) and x, “ (x, y, z)
2. dT2 — (dx,)2/c (definition of proper time)
dx
3. u, —‘ (v//3 ic//3)
whe:
dT
+ (u/c)2] with the notation u = (u
where m is the rest mass and F is a “force”
5. “-‘ (At, ick)





The quantity x must be preserved under transformations between coordinate systems
moving with constant velocity with respect to each other. Hence, consider four-dimensional
orthogonal transformations such that
= avxv (15)
where aaT = 1, the identity matrix. A typical (and sufficiently general) specific example of such
a transformation is obtained by first orienting the two systems so that their z-axes shall remain
colinear throughout their relative motion. One then obtains
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0 0 —iy(1—9) (i—y2)
where 7 = V/c, V being the magnitude of the relative velocity of the two coordinate systems. The
various quantities listed above are to be regarded as tensors in the sense that they transform
appropriately under transformations of the kind a (Lorentz transformations).
Define the distribution function according to f(x1, u1, t) cI3xd3u,the expected number of
particles to be found in the element of volume d3x about x with reduced velocities in d u about
u at time t. The variables of position, velocity, and time are to be measured by an observer in his
own coordinate system, but the function [is to be so construed that the expected number defined
above be the same in all reference frames; i.e., f a!3x d3u must be a scalar with respect to
Lorentz transformations. It is now a tedious but straightforward matter to show that d3x//3 and
/3 d 3u are scalars; thus, d 3x d 3u is a scalar, and finally [is a scalar.
The deduction of the Boltzmann equation for f proceeds conventionally. Define displace
ments along particle trajectories by





It is then required that
f(x u1, t) d x d 3u = f (x1 + Sx u1 + S u, t + S t) ci3 (x + Sx) ci (u + S u)
= f (x1 + 5x1, u1 + S u1, t + S t)
(x
+
s ÷ s u)
ci ci 3u (17)
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Interactions between the particles in d3x d3u are ignored during the time interval St; conversely,
no other restriction is put upon the origin of the force these particles experience. Noting that the
Jacobian has the expansion,
1 Oj3K.
1=1+— St+9(St) (18)
The limit of small St is obtained by
Of Of /3K. a,r f 3/3K1
=0 (19)
Ut ‘Ox1 in in




Because of the invariance of [and of the operator u,jd/Ox), the scalar nature of the first term in
this expression is self-evident. Not so, however, the second term, though with sufficient patience
it may be shown that it is indeed a scalar.
In the instance that the forces on the particles are electromagnetic in origin (as is the
case in the plasma) it is convenient to exhibit (from Ref. 4):
K1 = FjM u (21)
The second term may then be written compactly as
e 3 e Of
F1 — /3uf = F111u (22)
rn/k 3u mc On.
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and the Boltzmann equation as
e
u11 + F11u = 0 (23)
mc au1




This particular formulation of the plasma problem—characterized by Lorentz invariance,
self-consistent fields, and the ignoring of collisions—will be given further consideration later in
the investigation of the dispersion relation for plasma oscillations.
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IV. THE MOMENT EQUATIONS
The next matter of interest is the task of deducing the moment equations. The objective
here is twofold: (1) to provide illuminating contact between the microscopic description of
matter as developed in the preceding Sections and the macroscopic descriptions commonly
employed in disciplines such as hydrodynamics; and (2) to obtain f 6rmulations of the plasma
problem in which the physical logic of the system is clearly discernible, but which are at
the same time amenable to analysis in the context of boundary-value problems. This procedure
constitutes the third step in a sequence beginning with a description of matter in the aggregate
which is analytically useless but nevertheless incorporates the physical logic in self-evident
terms (the Liouville equation); continuing to a less precise description of the physical system
which serves as a more useful analytical tool, though it is still too complicated for the investi
gation of finite systems in general (the Boltzmann equation); and leads to a strict configuration-
space description which may hopefully be employed in the investigation of boundary-value
situations but which provides a physical tool still more dulled by intuition (the equations of
magnetohydrodynamics in this case). Each stage in this process is accomplished by a more or
less judicious relinquishment of information in accordance with the observation that there are
only a limited number of observables for macroscopic systems.
The information to be dropped at this step is detail about the velocity distribution of the
particles in the system. This detail is obscured in the process of deducing from the Boltzmann
equation the “equations” describing a limited set of averages over the distribution function in
- space.







where aA is to be interpreted as the acceleration (due to all possible force fields whether internally
or externally generated) experienced by the A-type particles at the point (x, v, t). Let ‘I’ be an
arbitrary function of (x, v, t), and introduce the notation
( 1A) = ([A ) fAd3v (26)
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- (, vj )_ (& at + (sb, ‘AA + ‘AB (27)
The second and third terms of this expression may be conveniently rewritten:
v = (bv1, fA) - (.
Ux,) dx1 a1 J
and
(, = (, = - (a , f (28)aj \ azJ a J
on the assumption that aA has zerovelocity divergence which is valid for all the laws of force
that will be considered. Putting these results back into the equation for the generic average, it
is found that
a(, fA)
= (, fA - fA) + (vj fA÷ (at , 1A + 1AA + 1ABat at / ax1 \ ax1 / \ at1 /
(29)
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Five special choices for & are selected, which lead to quantities in terms of which the
observables of the system are presumably calculable as follows:
1. ib = 1; nA(x, t) (1, fA)
2, 3, and 4. b









Observe that ,A, and O’ are also functions of position and time. Inserting these choices for




and after multiplying by mA
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anA =
— a










— mA I {z4}2, fA
3 \ av1
+ — EAB -. ApAB (30)
3
311
These equations are, of course, simply continuity relations for (1) the particle density,
(2) the momentum density, and (3) the energy density. These are not equations in a useful sense,
for they contain quantities, (mAuu, A) and (uf 1/2 mA{U},
fA), which are not determinable
within the context of this set alone. Thus, either one must deduce the equations these quantities
satisfy, or attempt one way or another to represent them as functionals of those quantities for
which we already have equations; i.e., nA, A, and &A. The former alternative has been given
some attention (Ref. 4); however, this leads to still more new quantities for which still more
equations must be deduced, etc., ad infinitum. Such procedures do not seem suitable for purposes
of analysis leading to qualitative understanding, though they may prove useful ultimately in
numerical investigations. Hence, for the immediate purpose the second alternative will be adopted;
symbols will be chosen to compact the notation, the significance of the quantities will be
A A iAelucidated in intuitive terms, and finally their functional dependence upon n , w , anu LI wi
be approximately deduced. Thus, the following symbols are introduced:
AA ,A
jk — kj — \mAuI Uk, I
= (u : tmA }2, fA)
Then, noting that
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where the following notation has been used:
+ (Fe, [A) +
F = rnAak
The physical significance of the quantities W and h is readily delineated. Let qXv)
represent some quantity to be associated with particles of velocity v; e.g., a component of
momentum, or kinetic energy. Then (u) represents the same quantity measured relative to the
mean velocity of the gas. Consider now a hypothetical element of area of magnitude da and with
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The expected number of particles crossing da in a time interval dt going in directions
about u is equal to the number of particles in the box of volume Ida cos e having velocities
v in d3u, where v = u + w; i.e.,
fd3v1 da cos 9 = fd3v u da cIt (33)
Then the net amount of that crosses cIa per second per unit area in direction is
fd3vfu..(uf) (34)
If is oriented along the jth axis of a coordinate system and chosen to be the kth component
of the momentum of the particles measured relative to the mean motion of the gas, then:
(u, f) = (muJuk f) =
Thus, ‘jk is the net force per unit area in the kth direction exerted on a plane perpendicular to
the jth axis; i.e., a component of a stress tensor.
Similarily, if k is chosen to be the kinetic energy of the particles measured relative to
the mean flow of the gas,
. (u, f) = (u L {uk}2, f) = (36)
Since(1/2)mu2is the kinetic energy of the “random” motion of the particles, h may be interpreted
to be that vector which measures the net flow of heat per unit area per unit time crossing a plane
perpendicular to the jth axis in the positive sense and call it the heat-flow vector (or thermal
current).
It is evident that, if f is a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the form discussed earlier,
then h = 0, and = SjkflO. Further, if 9 = kT, then = SIknkT= SJkP where P is the
gas pressure. It is worth noting in passing that these approximations are commonly employed in
order to put the above moment equations in determinate form. A large part of the effort involved
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shall be devoted to the task of systematically attempting to refine these approximations.
Since the quantities A. B, w” B and B are not themselves observables, further
manipulations are needed at this point. Quantities which might be expected to be somewhat more
accessible to direct measurement are:
1. ,O= mAn + mBn, the mass density
2. N nA + B the number density
3. Q = eAnA + eBnB, the charge density
4. A1 = mAn”wl + mB7ZBW?, the momentum density
5. II enAw + e8nw, the electrical current density
6. N = AA + B9, the energy (of random motion) density
The equations that these quantities satisfy are obtained by straightforward manipulation from the







dAk a/ N i
= —
‘jk + mAn w.wk + mBnB wwf ) + QEk + — (J x H)k (37c)
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aJk a eB
= - — + + e4n wjwk + eBnwjwk




eBmA + eAmB r 1 1 eAmB — eBmA
+
[QE + — (J x (37d)
mAmB C mAmB
- = - (. +3,AAL,A + BBB”j -
at 3 \\
‘




where the notation = + and = hI + h is introduced. Again it must be borne in
mind that the electromagnetic fields are here thought of as linear combinations of “external” and
“internal” fields—the former constituting known parameters and the latter satisfying the in-
homogeneous Maxwell equations whose sources are the charge and current densities (Q andJ)
within the plasma.
The above set of equations, within the context of diverse simplifying approximations and
assumptions, have found considerable employment in both the illumination of qualitative aspects
of plasma behavior (Ref. 5), as well as in detailed investigations of the stability characteristics
of certain plasma systems (Refs. 6 and 7).
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I. SOME GENERAL SOLUTIONS
It was indicated earlier that in order to give meaning to the moment equations it is
necessary either to adjoin more equations describing the behavior of the stress tensor and the
thermal current or to deduce in some fashion a useful connection between these quantities and
n, 0, and w. Clearly, the Boltzmann equation could be solved in a suitably general way (such a
connection would be readily available) but in such an instance, the moment equations would not
likely be of great interest. in fact, it was precisely because Boltzmann’s equation provides such
an analytically intractable tool for plasma studies that the moment equations were deduced.
Nevertheless, it is possible—and illuminating—to proceed (albeit somewhat deviously) along
these lines: to find solutions to the Boltzmann equation for physical situations sufficiently
specialized that solutions are reasonably accessible but still sufficiently general that relevant
information (which, it is hoped, could be extrapolated to more general physical situations) about
the desired connections is forthcoming.
In particular it is felt that an examination of these questions in context of the “perturba
tion” solutions of the Boltzmann equation is relevant. However, these solutions have consider
able intrinsic interest extending considerably beyond the issue of the transport parameters of the
hydrodynamic description. They are especially interesting for the light they shed on the tangled
and important questions about the response of plasmas to stimulation by electromagnetic
radiation and some aspects of intrinsic stability. Thus, the program within this chapter shall
consist of a careful formulation of the problem to be solved, reasonably detailed presentation of
the technique of solution (Ref. 1), and examination of these solutions for their intrinsic interest.
The employment of these results in an investigation of the nature of the transport parameters of
the plasma shall be reserved for a later chapter.
For the purpose of formulating the problem of this chapter, the equations which purport
to describe the system are exhibited in the following way:
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+ + + (v x H
8x1 mA dij1 mAc




mA 3v1 mAc c9v. A’
Vx-- 3=_z eAfvfd3v




V . = eAfLdv
The symbols E and H represent electric and magnetic fields completely prescribed by
conditions external to the plasma. The presence of neutrals in the system under investigation
may presumably be accounted for more or less effectively by the appropriate inclusion of
collision terms ‘AA ‘
The first basic assumption of the present formulation is that all number densities may
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where < < 1, so that terms (114)2 appearing in the description of the system may be
neglected. The second basic assumption adopted for present purposes is that the external electro
magnetic fields have a similar decomposition, e.g.,
= + E
where I E f “-j (f14)2, and hence, is also ignorable. Then, assuming that is determined by
3f CA 8f eA
at aX. dV. mAc aV.
eA af14 eA
+ + (v XO)____ = (2)
mA dv1 mAc
‘
it follows that f satisfies the equation:
af eA a1 eA aj1 eA eA
— + v—_-— + Es.— +
— +
(v x H).— + — (vx0).—
at ax1 mA av1 mA av1 mAc av1 mAc 3v.
eA eA eA
mA av1 mAc av1 mA av1 mAC av1
+ (l4’ + 1AA’ (3)
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Into these equations has been introduced the following notation:
‘AA’ (ff1)
=fd v ‘d d [f (v’) (vi)






V £ 1 = eA f f d v (4c)
Thus, since and are linear functions of the f ‘s, terms of order L f and
have been ignored.
The equation for the perturbation f is still analytically intractable, however, because
of the presence of the terms To obtain adequate simplification without losing track of the
effects of collisions completely, approximations are used:
+ 1’) - j3f - - (5)
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The first of these approximations is illuminated by considering
fdav’d3v;d3v19AA’ f(v’) f’(v{)
_fd3v’d3v{d3v1 f14(v) f’(v1)
= fd3vldvJAAI f(v’) f’(v)
_ (v) d3v1vu,fg’(v
- f(v) fd3vldvrJAAI f(v) =
- (6)
i.e., the “scattering in” collisions from the perturbed distribution to the perturbed distribution
are ignored compared to the “scattering out” collisions from the perturbed distribution to
“anywhere”. Perhaps a more satisfactory statement of the logic of the replacement
-
(7)
is: rather than completely ignoring collisions (the principal mechanism of randomization), the
unwieldy collision integrals are replaced by a term linear in fj4 which has the effect of causing
fj4 to decrease with time (on the assumption that fj4 is “ordered” with respect to ft). The
second of the above approximations merely asserts that collisional coupling between the per
turbed distributions for different kinds of particles shall be ignored.
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The analysis can proceed (at least formally) from this point without introducing additional
restrictive assumptions. However, the retention of the quantities E and in the equations for
fj4 serves mainly to complicate the analysis so much that the effect is more to obscure than to
illuminate. Similar observations obtain with respect to the presence of the factor v x in the
equations for fj4. Thus, for present purposes the following restrictions are added: E = 0, and
the set of unperturbed densities is such that
Q0 = efd 3v = 0
J0 = ef0d v = 0 (8)
so that, consistently, o = = 0. Finally, though the above assumptions do not require it,
the condition that the fg’s be space- and time-independent shall be added. Then, introducing
the notation (not to be confused with a different employment of the same symbols encountered
earlier),
E=E+1 H=H±1





ax1 mA av1 mAC
To these equations for the number densities must, of course, he adjoined Maxwell’s equations
for and or equivalently, E and H.
First, consider the equations for the perturbed number densities; then introduce the
operators,
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g = gA (k, v, s) fj4 (x, v, 0) = g (k, ‘)
g,eE=D(g,s) E(x,0)=D0(g






Then, taking the Laplace and Fourier transforms of the equation for fj4, the result is
A (v x h)1 + (s + ÷ iK. v) gA
= g d.A [D1 + (v x B)1] (12)
In this equation, D and B are independent of v,whereas g and cIA are known functions of v;
thus, the velocity dependence of gA is explicitly deducible. To accomplish this, cylindrical
coordinates in velocity space, with the axis of the cylinder along h,are introduced (see Sketch 3).
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This equation then becomes
— (s + + iK. v) g d1A [D1 + (v x H)1]
— g (14)
Define the integrating factor:
exp
(fa
S + ±iK. VII
d) (15)
Then if g = LAuJ’,
L1 r 1 1
(16)
dct CALL c J J
Integrating and multiplying the result by LA(cL), a general solution is obtained:
gA =fa’ ‘A (a, a’) + £ (dA’x v’)1 B1 - ge’] (17)
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where




and x is an arbitrary function 0f K, u, w, and s. The arbitrariness in this solution is largely
eliminated by the requirement that g be a single-valued function of a, i.e., gA(a + 2i) = gA(ct).
Since v = e1(cos a) w + e2(sin a) w + e3u, it follows that v(a + 2n) = v(a); hence, any
function of v is invariant under the displacement a - a + 2; hence, the single-valuedness
requirement for g implies
f da’.. =fdal... (18)x2 x
But this is true only for x = ±°. Since, however,
r
IS+/3 I K.v
I(a, a’) = exp (a— a’) + i J da”
L I, çA
it is seen that the choice > = — Do would imply an exponentially divergent integrand and
hence, in general, a meaningless g. Thus, the only choice is > = + o. The solution for gA
is now exhibited as
gA =
— + bt D1 + r fl (19)
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b =f da’I(a, (20)
10a
/(dA’ x v’).
rI J dct’l(cL, a’)(
d \
The transformations specified above reduce Maxwell’s equations to a set of simple
algebraic relations,
s 1 4ir
iKX B D = - +
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Observing that
= - eAfvkaAdv + D1 eAfvkbldv + B1 eAfvkrd3u (22a)
and
= - efaAd3v + eAfbd3v + B1 eAfrld3v (22b)
note that the above are linear, inhomogeneous equations for the quantities D1 and B1. The









where is the completely antisymmetric tensor density with values ±1 depending on whether
the order of the indices is a cyclic or anti-cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3), and where
1




— jk + fk
= 4 s( eAfv1aAd3 + ic2k1 eAfaAdv)
(24)
jk = — 4n s( eAfv1bgd3 + efbdv)
=
— 4 s( eAfv.rkdv + ic 2k. eAfkd3v)
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jk = — (s eAf v1
(rA x dV + ic2K1 eA f(r x K)k d3v)
Note that the matrix ill and the vector X are functions solely of initial conditions and system
parameters. Of course, knowing D and B, g may be computed as follows:
gA =
- aA + rtBoj + b,’Xk — rt jimKlMrnnXn (25)
These are essentially the solutions to a similar problem published by Bernstein (Ref. 1).
Bernstein,. however, assumed that-the unperturbed distribution was isotropic in velocity space.







It is desirable to retain the added generality corresponding to anisotropic fg’s, as will be seen
presently.
Of course, the solutions ilidicated above are still purely formal, as it is still necessary
to carry through the Laplace and Fourier inversions. However, it is frequently possible to
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obtain relevant physical information about specific systems without inverting completely.
Furthermore, many problems are generated in simpler contexts than the one in which the above
solutions are set, and if this additional simplification is introduced at this stage of the analysis,
the requisite inversion is often greatly facilitated. Thus, these reasonably general results shall
be left in their present form and applied directly to obtain specific information about certain
subclasses of problems.
Before proceeding to specific cases, it is desirable to present a small calculation, the
result of which will be of recurrent use. Because some interesting situations may be characterized
by the external magnetic field H0, either zero or weak, it is convenient to exhibit integrals of
the form
afO
da’I(a a’) K (a’)
1 (27)
as a power series -in V4. The function K(a’) is to be interpreted as any one of the functions
appearing in such integrals. Observing that
ai
(28)
+ ,8÷ iK V1 aa’
and performing successive integrations by parts, the following is obtained:
K K
g — + — + (&1A2) (29)
S+/3+iK.V s+/3+ii<.v aa s+/3+jK.v
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II. “LONGITUDINAL” ELECTRON OSCILLATIONS
The first specific problem to be investigated in some detail is that of longitudinal
electron oscillations. The physical and mathematical questions generated by this problem have
received the attention of many investigators. For an illuminating survey of most of these in
vestigations consult the review paper by Van Kampen (Ref. 2). Since it is the purpose here
mainly to set this particular problem in the context of the “general” solutions, the many other
viewpoints and mathematical techniques that have been variously adopted will not be dwelt upon.
However, after a cursory examination of the physical implications of the present solutions the
problem will be considered briefly from the viewpoint of the hydrodynamical equations and the
relativistic Boltzmann equation. Two prime assumptions employed in the specification of this
problem are:
1. f0A is isotropic in velocity space; hence, and rA = 0. Thus,
it follows that p = 0.
2. H0 = 0; hence, 2A = 0. It then follows that
A
a4-







Because of these assumptions,
gA + b M1 Xk, D1 = M1 Xk (30a)
s + /3 + 1K • V
where now
= (s2 + c2K 2) 8jk — jk
= sD01 + ic (Kx 80)1 + 7 (30b)
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The tensor /3 may now be exhibited as
/ eA \
r ) vdf
jk = 4n s L eA I v1 — d3v
L A J S+/3+ik.V v
_____
1
+ Ic2 e, k. — d3v I (31)
J ‘s÷/3±i.v V av J
To proceed further with the analysis, orient the coordinate system so that its 3-axis is in the
direction of the vector 1<. Then, because of the symmetric limits of integration in velocity space,




jk 47r s61k L — J d3v




— d3v ) (32)
A mAG/s-/3±zKvv dv /
Since /3 is diagonal, ill is diagonal and hence M - is diagonal. In fact, M 1 =
A further condition upon the system is:
0; i.e., there shall be no perturbing external magnetic field at. t = 0
and the particle perturbations at t 0 shall not constitute a current. Then,
= sD01 -i- (33)
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Finally, if it is required that the perturbation be accomplished by a mechanical displacement of
the particles such that D01 = D02 = 0 (recalling that the 3-axis of the system is along ), the
following is obtained;
iKD03 4 eAfgod3v (34a)
and, hence,
j3 ( eA fgd3v — 4s e f gv3dvZK A A s+,B-f-rKV3
r ggd3v
—4rric2K / eA I ) (34b)
A S+/3+1KV /
or, after rearrangement,
j3 (s2 + c2K + s) eAf (34c)
A S±/3-4-iKV
Now integrate over the superfluous variables v1 and v2, let v stand for v3 for the remainder of
this analysis, and define
= fdv1d2g4, g =f dv12g, and =f dv12f0A (35)
The results to this point may be summarized as follows:
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K L. I s+,B+iic’v
A 0”
s2 + c2K 4rri cc— eA r dv dfg
+ + s/3




/ s+/3+ikv dv A’ J S+/i+iKV/ 4-uig = +
S + /3 + iKV K +
-
v(e r dv
K )Z\mA )Js+/3+iKv dv
(36)
One of the most readily accessible bits of information containea in these results is a
dispersion relation for these oscillations in the long wavelength limit. It is expected that the
characteristic frequencies are sufficiently high that only the electrons participate significantly
in the motion. Then for many choices of unperturbed states 10 and initial perturbations g0 (these
quantities being interpreted as descriptive of the electrons) the temporal behavior of the per
turbed electric field, D3, would be completely characterized by the roots of




K m s+/3+iKv dv
For purposes of illustration, consider a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for
/ m\ / mv2\
nJ ( ‘) exp j — (38)
\2rrkT/ 2kT J
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in this case the roots (i the limit of small K) are given, to terms of order K3, by




Further, if terms of the order of are neglected, the characteristic equation becomes
K2 3kT
(s÷3)2+c__c__=o (40)
Two limiting cases are of interest here. The first,
K-’ 0, s = — /3 ± (41)
is the case for very long wavelengths and/or very low temperatures. The system oscillates with
angular frequency &. = (4rrne2/mY, the oscillations damping out because of collisions.
The second limiting case is as follows:
/3- 0, s2 = -. c (1 + 3h2K), h2 = kT/4rrne2 (42)
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III. ELECTRON OSCILLATIONS FROM THE MACROSCOPIC POINT OF VIEW
It is of some interest at this point to investigate the question of small perturbations in





and differentiate it with respect to time; i.e,
=
— a aJk = a2 (A
‘jk + ‘1jk + eAn WIU)k + eBn W.Wk )3t 3X aXk mA mE
rapEk 1 a 1
+ I + — — (A x H)k I (43)
mAmB [ aXJ C dXk ]
eBmA + eAmB raQEk 1 a 1 / eA eB’\ a
I +____(JxH)k I±————)k
mAmB L axk C axk m4 mB öXk
It might be tempting at this point to attempt linearization by resorting to the decomposition of the
quantities n, 0, and w into large and small components, terms quadratic in the small components
to be ignored. However, such a procedure would not lift the veil of ignorance from the quantities
WJk. Thus, in a fundamental way, the macroscopic viewpoint forces modification of the method of
linearization, which, depending on the method adopted, may present subtle but significant
implications for the range of validity of conclusions to be drawn. In particular, the approach to
linearization to be adopted herein implies a restriction to systems close to equilibrium—hence
collision-dominated—which is in marked contrast to the restriction inherent in the preceding
analysis from the microscopic viewpoint.
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fA A ( exp (v_wA)2
\2AJ [ 2& ]
and
3
mB 2 F m
fB = exp - -—f-- (v_wB)
\2B L 20B







2. Now approximate n, &, and w by the usual decomposition into a large and a
(quadratically ignorable) small component.
3. Then assume:
(a) n and 4 constant in space and time.
(b) eAn + eBnO = 0.
(c) wg = wg = 0. Hence J0 A = 0.
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(d) O = = kT, a constant.
Of course, (b) and (c) imply that
=
= 0.
4. Finally assume that there are no external fields imposed upon the system.
Accordingly our equation for Q becomes
F e eB
(nlkT + n 9f’) + — (nkT +
LmA mB
4eAeBpO / eA eB N a
+ Q1+ç_____)___P (44)
mAmB mA mB axk
using the following relation:
V . = 4irQ1 (45)
To establish another connection between n1 and &j, the equation of energy conservation is em’
ployed. In accordance with the above assumptions, it has become
au4. awB
— (ng9
+ + nOf + e0n) = —
—
n6 —I — —EL —
- (w. — 4) pAB
at 3 ax1 3 ax1 3
(46)








= I(ff) ± 1(ff
+ fi4ô8 (47b)





is second-order in small quantities, and is to he ignored. Now account is taken of the equation




Observe as a result that the energy equation becomes simply
(3n9j — 290n) + (3n6 — 294) = constant = 0 (50)
In the sense of the present approximations, this is equivalent to the relation
2 2
9A (BA) + 0B (RB)
= constant
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which, for a gas mixture in local thermal equilibrium (6A
= 9B) is just the law of adiabatic com
pression.
At this point it is convenient to identify the A-type particles with the electrons in the
plasma and the B-type with the ions, and to introduce the assumption that the ions do not respond
to the perturbing influences on the system, i.e., 4 = 0. Then, taking into account the
adiabatic relation deduced above and the fact that, in accordance with indicated identification,
mB/mA ‘ i0, the equation for Q1 becomes
V1 5 kT eA a
(51)
at2 3 m4 mA 3Xk
To proceed further, treat the term representing momentum transfer by collisions in a
somewhat cavalier fashion. Again
nAB ( Jk = mAvk, AB
and approximate ‘AB as in the previous section to obtain
(mAvk ,
- /3fA) =
- /3mA (.vk, f) - /3mAwk (52)
Hence,
eA (9 apB
- /3 eAwk - /3 = /3 (53)
mA (9Xk (9Xk at
Consequently the equation for Q1 becomes
2f)
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If isothermal oscillations were assumed instead of adiabatic oscillations, i.e., O 0 instead of
= (2/3) (Oo/n) n, the relation
kT
— = C + — (56)
mA
would be obtained.
One would hesitate to ascribe quantitative significance to the differences between the
various results obtained in this section, or between those obtained here when compared with the
results of the previous section; however, one should note the extent to which subtle differences
in the assumptions employed to define the system to be studied can modify specific answers to
specific questions.
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IV. TRANSVERSE OSCILLATIONS
It is now appropriate to return to the general solutions of the problem of plasma per
turbations obtained earlier, and employ them to investigate the interaction between the plasma
and electromagnetic radiation. However, in this case (as in the previous analysis of the
longitudinal oscillations) it is immediately apparent that the general solutions are too complex
to serve the purpose of simple illustration suitably. Thus, it must suffice here to examine again
the specialized case for which there is no external magnetic field and for which it is further
assumed that initial distribution in velocity space is isotropic (Ref. 2, 3).
Recall that the above assumptions were sufficient to diagonalize the matrix, M. For
present purposes it is convenient to exhibit the equation for the electric field as
MIkDk = (57)
or, explicitly,
+ C2K) D. — 4rrsD Z_zi f V1 _2_ cl3vA MA S+/3+1KV dv.
—4ic2+D3 Z 1 —d=X. (58)
A MA S+/3+iKV at)3
where the repeated indices in the second term are not summed and a coordinate system has been
selected with the 3-axis along the direction of K. Since concern is specifically given to the
propagation of transverse waves, only the components of D perpendicular to ir, i.e., at K x
are noted. The solution of the equation that this vector satisfies (after some manipulation on the
first integral in the above equation) is the following:
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KXX






Again, assuming that the numerator is analytic, the temporal behavior of these solutions is








Assuming that oniy the electrons participate significantly in the motion, it is seen after ex
panding (s + /3 iK v3) — 1 in a power series in K and retaining terms only through K2 that:
r 2
2 e 221 <v>1 S e
S + + C K 11——-—--— =0 (60)
s + /3 L 2 3 s + /3 (s + /3)2
Now ignoring terms 9(/3/w) and g(<v2>/c),
s2+c,<c=0 (61)
Observing that here s is purely imaginary and thus replacing s - jcU, the phase velGcity of the
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V. ANALYTICAL REDUCTION OF THE GENERAL SOLUTIONS
This chapter closes with a presentation and brief discussion of some manipulative
reformulations of the general solutions which lend themselves to. further analytical reduction for
the ultimate purpose of acquiring greater insight into the nature of the plasma. For this purpose,
it is convenient to adopt a compressed notation for the various tensor parameters that enter into
the general results. Defining the vector
= + (63)
the following reults (in a notation otherwise familiar from the preceding) may be exhibited:
= 4 fdV da X1 ‘A (a, a’) g (a’)
jk = —
e f da’ x1 ‘A (a, a’) d (a’)
jk —
— f d3v da’ XJ ‘A ( a’) (dA’ x
jk = — f d3v da’ ‘A (a, a’) [(JA’ x v’) x K] k (64)
An approach which frequently makes possible some rigorous further reduction of these
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and permits
r s + /3+ iU K11 1 E ia(m’ -m)+imcL-im’cL’




where K11 is the component of K parallel to H0; X = WK1/QA, K1 being the component of K
perpendicular to H0; and ak is the angular specification of K in the same cylindrical basis em
ployed for the representation of v. In the event that the initial distributions are independent of
a, i.e., have axial symmetry about the direction of the external magnetic field, this representa
tion of ‘A renders the (a, a’ )-integrations trivial, sometimes with interesting results (Ref. 2).
The above approach is most suitable if it is not desirable to make assumptions about the
strength of the externally applied magnetic field, H0. Earlier, an expansion of ‘A was presented
in a power series in f2” which has obvious peculiar applicability to “weak field” problems. An
outline of an approximating approach valid for strong field problems is given at this point.






— a’) + iic A (67)
L ]
where
f (v” /A) da” (68)
and then take the Fourier—Laplace inverse of the relation
MjkDk = (69)
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Manipulation and further compression of notation finally gives:
31
ffd3K ds x +St (s2 + c2K) Dk
— K C(s)
(277)2 (27ri)
+ ffv da’ ff d ds
(27r) (277i)
F a—cL’
x exp [ik. (x + A) + s
+ A )] k1DJ




kj = {d’ — [(s’ x v’) x l} (sv1 + ic2K1) (n’)/ (71)
has been introduced.
Concentrating attention on the left-hand side of this expression, note that the inversion
of the first term is simply
/ a2
— c272) Ek (72)
\at2 J
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Note that the second term on the left-hand side can be modified in such a way as to be appropriate
as an inclusion in an integral equation if it is recalled that
= 1
ffd3x1dt1e_x’ st’ E1(x’, t’) (73)
(2n) x t
The tensor Green’s function is defined:







x exp s ( t — + ) I
L \ A /J
In terms of the above, the following integro-differential equation for E is obtained:
— c2V2) Ek + z’ dt’ G1 (x, t; x’, t’) E1(x’, t’)
A 2
(7 B)
where it is understood that t > > 0.
The potential utility of this particular form of Maxwell’s equations for the electric field
in the presence of plasma-like matter resides in the fact that it is readily converted to a
differential equation in which the interaction of the radiation field with matter contributes
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and
( v n 9’1E
Thus, if the fields do not vary rapidly in time compared to or in space compared to (v/2),
the infinite-order equation may be approximated by an equation of finite order whose validity is
presumably the better the larger 2 (or H0). The procedure for obtaining the indicated differential
equation depends, of course, upon a Taylor’s expansion of the function E.(x’, t’) in the
integrand about the space-time point (x, t).
Illustrations of one or more of these methods of reducing the general solutions to
tractable proportions will be presented in the chapter on the discussion of the transport parameters
for plasmas. In general, it does not appear that the full implications of these results have yet
been explored.
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ENSKOG’S APPROACH TO THE NEUTRAL GAS PROBLEM
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The previous chapter dealt with a class of physical problems in which it was expected
that individual particle behavior (collisions) would be considerably less important than collective
behavior (interactions between localized charge densities and currents via “fields”). Furthermore,
the analysis was restricted to the idealization of systems which, in the unperturbed state, could
be regarded as in a steady state in time and spatially uniform (infinite media). For many practical
purposes such assumptions and restrictions are overwhelmingly severe. It would be most desirable
to have means for generating descriptions of systems which are finite in extent and evolving in
time in the gross sense, i.e., systems whose spatial and temporal variations are not construable
as small perturbations imposed on underlying uniform, steady states.
Such descriptions, of course, inhere in the “moment equations” potentially, but not
actually, until the functional parameters (which, as a consequence of truncating the “equations of
moments” at a given order, are undetermined by the truncated system) have been identified as
functionals of quantities which are determined by the adopted moment equations. For example,
the equations for the number density, mean velocity, and mean energy of the one-component







8& 2 9k1 2 3Wk 2 2
n+nw._+ ———+_‘Plk_____=_nm <a. v——nmw <a> (ic)
at a1 3 3x. 3 dx1 3 3
Presumably, knowledge of the quantities n, w, and 0 would provide considerable (if not complete)
predictive power about the macroscopic behavior of finite gaseous systems varying in time.
However, such knowledge is not resident in these relations because of the presence of the
unknown functionals, ‘P and Ii. It was precisely for the purpose of enabling an identification of
‘P and h as functions of n, w, and 0 that Enskog formulated his method of a successive
approximation “solution” of the Boltzmann equation which underlies these moment equations
1Chapman, S., Cowling, T. G., “The Mathematical Theory of Non-Uniform Gases”, Cambridge
University Press, England 1952.
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Though Enskog’s approach to this problem has been exhaustively dealt with, there has been little
examination of the relevance of the method or validity of the results deduced therefrom for
application to plasma studies. For this reason, a review of Enskog’s method is included here in
the simplest possible context, e.g., that of the system indicated above. The review is then to be
followed by a cursory examination of the possibility of extending the method to the analysis of
p lasmas.
It is convenient for present purposes to introduce the notation
a a a
D = — ÷ v — + a1
dx. dv.
I I
so that the Boltzmann equation from which the alove moment equations stem is
Df=l(ff) (2)
It is worth recalling that the moment equations correspond to the following integral
relations:
fd3vDf=f1(f d3v = 0 (3a)
fd3v(mu)Df =fd v(mu) 1 (f = 0 (3b)
fd3vQ mu2) Df =fd3vQZ mu2) 1 ([1) 0 (3c)
together with the definitions
n=J°fd3v w=_J’1fd3v u=v—w
k = mfuIukfdv
0 = mu2fd3v mu2u.fcl3v (4)
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The essence of Enskog’s idea seems to reside in the following argument: (a) If n, 6, and
w were known for the system under consideration, they would possess adequate predictive power
for dealing with most macroscopic observations; (b) the moment equations would be a complete
set for the determination of these quantities if ‘I’ and Ii were known as functionals of n, 6, and
w; (c) the solution to the equation
l(ff)=O (5)
is a known functional of n, 6, and w which in no way restricts these quantities, and, (d) thus, it
follows that, if the solution to
Df — 1(ff) = 0 (6)
can be exhibited as a series
(7)
n
in which f =f0(f. f, v), then fwill be known as a function of0—hence of n, 6, and
w—and consequently the dependence of W and h on these quantities can be determined from their
dependence on f.
The operational achievement of the implications of this argument is facilitated by
formally expanding f as
1 ‘ f (8)
where is to be regarded solely as an arbitrary (bookkeeping) parameter. Equations for the
terms in the series are then inadily deduced, the first three being
(1) 0 = 1
(2) Df0 = I (f0f + ff0)
(3) Df1 = I (ff2 + f1 + 1210) (9)
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Clearly the first approximation to f, i.e., f0, is
I m\ r m 21
f0 = , _j exp — — (v — w) (10)
\27T6J L 26 J
However, it is necessary to interpret n, 6, and w as the actual number density, energy density,
and mean velocity of the gas; such an interpretation implies
AZ
fA = 0 V 0
fd3vu2 f= 0 (ii)
A sufficient condition for the realization of these constraints is
fd3vfA =fdav vfA _3vu2fA = 0 (12)
for all . > 1. This condition will be adopted.
Consider now the equation for the second approximation to f
Df0 = (f07 + hf0) (13)
Let ‘Vbe any one of the quantities 1, v1, or u2. Observe that
fDfo d3v = 0 (14)
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independently of the nature of f1. Furthermore, these five equations provide a complete set of
equations for the determination of n, 9, and w. But this is hardly possible (in general) without
complete knowledge of f. hence, the equation for the second approximation is, as it is presently
constituted, inconsistent with the interpretation given to n, (9, and w.














d0f1 d1f0 df1 8f1 — — —
+ + a_ 1 (f0f2 + ff + f2o)
dt dt dx1 dv1
where the significance of the operators dx/dt has yet to be determined, except that they are
differentiation operations of some kind. In particular they are not the conventional partial
derivatives in time.
Now exhibit
= f . Then, substituting the solution to the first approximation, f,
into the equation for the second approximation,
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displays explicitly the fact that k satisfies an inhomogeneous integral equation whose general
solution is a linear combination of all solutions of the homogeneous equation plus the particular
solutions.
To obtain the solutions of the homogeneous equation, observe first that it is sufficient
that be a summational invariant (one of the iJ) in order that it be a solution; that it is
necessary that be one of the L’’s may be established as follows: Assume that (a) is a
solution of I(c/) = 0,. but (b) it is not one of the 4’• Observe that
= (24)
by virtue of (a). But this integral may be exhibited as




Every quantity in the integrand is either positive or zero. But the bracketed quantity is not zero
by virtue of (b); f is not zero if there are any particles in the system; and 9 does not vanish
unless the collision cross section vanishes. Hence,
f’2) > 0 (26)
and it follows that 12() O;i.e., ci thus chosen is not a solution.
It follows from these considerations that the solution of the homogeneous equation may
be taken to be of the form
1cL+J3.mu+y—mu2 (27)
2
where cLj3, and y are arbitrary functions of position and time.
In order to obtain the particular solutions, rewrite ‘2 q) in terms of the variable u
instead of v; i.e.,
l2()
- nujf +fK(uu’) (u’) d3u’ (28)
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+ u’) q5f (u’) clu’ (29)
But the inhomogeneous terms in the integral equation are linear combinations of the spherical
harmonics Y{ and Y. Thus, because of the orthogonality of the it is concluded that
o =
- nuufo K(u, u’) (u’) du’ (30)
for I > 2. However, this is the homogeneous equation whose solution has already been seen to
contain no spherical harmonics of order greater than one. Thus, it may be concluded that the
particular solution is a linear combination of tensors in u-space of rank less than, or equal to,
two. In fact, because of the presence of the configuration space tensors dm6/ax1 and dwk/dXJ
the appropriate linear combination would be expected to be
din6 / 1 \dWk
A(x, u, t) u1 + B(x, u, t) (ujuk — — u2 (31)
3 /3x1
where A and B are to be determined by the requirement of a particular solution, i.e.,
/ nrn2 5 \ din0 din0
fol - — )u1 12(Au)—,








= 12 (B ( UkUJ - — Sjku ) I (32)
3 / dx1J
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The general solution for may now be represented as
1 alne / 1
= a. + ,81mu + y — mu2 + Au1 — + B(ukuf — — J (33)
2 ax1 \ 3 jar,
Finally, it is necessary to guarantee satisfaction of the conditions
fd3uu)fi =fd3 = 0 (34)
The scalar terms in k must be zero, and the vector terms are equivalent; hence, we may take as
the second approximation
f = f0 + f
aln9 / 1 \ aw
= 1o Au1 + f0B ( UjiLk — 61kuJ (35)
3 / dx1
It is of some interest to note that, in terms of the solution developed thus far (reverting to the
scalar product notation employed extensively earlier),
jk = 6jk




— m (u2u1, 10 Auk)
3
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